1. Introduction {#sec1-ijms-19-00794}
===============

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a chronic metabolic disorder caused by either impaired insulin secretion or insulin action, or both \[[@B1-ijms-19-00794]\]. The three broad categories of DM are titled as Type 1 (T1D), Type 2 diabetes (T2D) and gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) \[[@B2-ijms-19-00794]\]. In T1D, the body's immune system destroys insulin-releasing β cells, thus cells cannot absorb glucose \[[@B2-ijms-19-00794]\]. Under physiological conditions, β cells work as glucose sensors and regulators, releasing insulin in order to maintain glucose levels within a relatively narrow range \[[@B3-ijms-19-00794]\]. Conversely, in T2D (formerly called adult-onset or non-insulin-dependent diabetes) the body is not able to use insulin appropriately; this is referred to as the phenomenon of insulin resistance. As T2D worsens, the pancreas may progressively produce less insulin, leading to insulin deficiency. Although the pediatric-onset of T2D is becoming more common, T1D continues to be the prevalent form in children, accounting for \~90% of all pediatric diabetes diagnoses \[[@B4-ijms-19-00794],[@B5-ijms-19-00794]\]. GDM refers to glucose intolerance that may occur with onset or first recognition during pregnancy \[[@B2-ijms-19-00794]\]. Furthermore, diabetes can result from monogenic defects in β cell function, diseases of the exocrine pancreas, endocrinopathies due to hormones antagonizing insulin, drug or chemically induced. Uncommon forms of immune-mediated diseases and other genetic syndromes may present with diabetes \[[@B2-ijms-19-00794]\].

T1D, affecting millions of people worldwide, represents one of more than 80 diseases recognized to have an autoimmune etiology \[[@B3-ijms-19-00794]\]. Generally, in normal conditions, self-tolerance mechanisms, namely central tolerance \[[@B6-ijms-19-00794]\], prevent intra-thymic maturation and activation of lymphocytes autoreactive to T1D related auto-antigens \[[@B7-ijms-19-00794]\]. Thus, a small fraction of autoreactive cells, escapes from this process, undergoes maturation and reaches the peripheral circulation. To prevent autologous cells destruction by these cells, mechanisms of peripheral tolerance occur destroying or controlling the same autoreactive cells. The failure in central or peripheral self-tolerance mechanisms is responsible for immune reaction to self-antigens and may lead to autoimmune diseases.

T1D is recognized to have a multi-factorial pathogenesis, in which both genetic and environmental factors play important roles \[[@B8-ijms-19-00794]\]. Today, \>60 loci associated with T1D have been identified with human leukocyte antigen (HLA) association being the strongest \[[@B9-ijms-19-00794]\]. After HLA, the polymorphism in the promoter region of the insulin gene has the most relevant association (reviewed (rev) in \[[@B9-ijms-19-00794]\]). Only two other loci, protein tyrosine phosphatase non-receptor type 22 (*PTPN22*) and interleukin 2-receptor alpha (*IL-2RA*) have been consistently reported underlying the importance of the HLA region compared with other loci. During the past decade, genome wide association studies (GWAS) improved the identification of risk genes for T1D; notably, 64 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)-trait associations for T1D are reported. Nevertheless, the disease-causing variants and genes are still to be largely unraveled \[[@B9-ijms-19-00794]\].

The phenomenon of immune-mediated islet β cell destruction results in lifelong dependence on exogenous insulin and increased risk for the development of secondary complications that affect life quality and duration \[[@B10-ijms-19-00794]\].

T1D Immunopathology: Looking Inside the Puzzle
----------------------------------------------

From a pathogenic point of view, the disease is the result of a breakdown in immune regulation, i.e., dysregulated thymic and peripheral events that subsequently lead to inflammation of the pancreatic islets typically marked by adaptive and innate infiltrating effectors \[[@B3-ijms-19-00794],[@B11-ijms-19-00794]\]. The natural history of disease shows that the autoimmune process is triggered even years prior to clinical diagnosis \[[@B12-ijms-19-00794]\]. "Insulitis" progresses over time until a sufficient β cell mass is destroyed and/or made nonfunctional. At this point blood glucose levels increase and clinical disease is achieved \[[@B3-ijms-19-00794]\]. Since its first description by Gepts (1965) more than 50 years ago \[[@B13-ijms-19-00794]\] pathologic features have been limited by the scarse access to T1D pancreata.

Various infiltrating cell types are identified in the insulitis lesion and suggest that heterogeneous profiles may underlie disease severity and progression \[[@B14-ijms-19-00794]\]. T and B lymphocytes are present and cytotoxic CD8^+^ T cells are the predominant population that could target β cells expressing high levels of HLA class I molecules (rev in \[[@B14-ijms-19-00794]\]). Interestingly hyper-expression of class I and II molecules support the putative association with viral infections with a role in T1D etiopathogenesis (rev in \[[@B14-ijms-19-00794]\]).

Definitively autoreactive T cells that escaped mechanisms of self-tolerance are the major players in β cell destruction. Several β cell autoantigens are recognized by the islet infiltrating T cells; these include glutamic acid decarboxylase isoform 65 (GAD65), proinsulin, insulin B chain, tyrosine phosphatase-like insulinoma-associated antigen (IA2) and islet-specific glucose-6---phosphatase catalytic subunit-related protein (IGRP) \[[@B7-ijms-19-00794]\]. The loss of immunological self-tolerance is highlighted by the autoimmune process directed towards the islet cell self-antigens. The HLA molecules found to predispose to T1D could be responsible of a suboptimal thymic presentation of autoantigens to the T cell receptor (TCR). This could promote T cell survival to thymic selection. Indeed, increased levels of autoreactive T cells specific for β cell proteins have been depicted from the peripheral blood of newly diagnosed T1D individuals \[[@B15-ijms-19-00794]\].

In the autoimmune process, T helper (Th) cells provide help to autoreactive B cells producing autoantibodies \[[@B16-ijms-19-00794]\]. Once activated/expanded, mature B cells differentiate in plasma cells producing autoantibodies, which, in turn, further contribute to the tissue inflammatory process and destruction. As regards two distinct patterns of insulitis are reported in autopsy samples from newly diagnosed UK patients distinguished by the prevalence of CD20^+^ B cells \[[@B17-ijms-19-00794]\]. A higher proportion of B cells within insulitis is indicative of an earlier autoimmune trigger or more rapid β cell decline.

By encountering the self- or cross-reactive antigen, Th cells activate, expand and differentiate into various effector subsets, including Th1, Th2 and T regulatory (Treg) cells (rev in \[[@B18-ijms-19-00794]\]). The majority of CD4^+^ and CD8^+^ islet-infiltrating T cells exhibit a Th1 phenotype. Th1 and Th2 cells produce mutually inhibitory cytokine profiles: Th1 cells secrete proinflammatory interleukin 2 (IL-2), IL-1, tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α) and interferon *γ* (IFN-γ), while Th2 cells secrete controregulatory IL-4, IL-5 and IL-10. A novel distinct CD4+ T cell population, namely Th17, producing IL-17 of still undefined pathogenetic significance was seen in the islets of NOD mice and on pancreatic lymph nodes of T1D patients \[[@B19-ijms-19-00794],[@B20-ijms-19-00794]\]. Forkhead box P3 (Foxp3) Treg play an essential role in regulating immune homeostasis by suppressing T and other effector cells through cell contact and anti-inflammatory mediators \[[@B21-ijms-19-00794],[@B22-ijms-19-00794]\]. Nowadays, B regulatory cells \[[@B23-ijms-19-00794]\] are also recognized as a distinct entity. They express CD5, a well-established negative regulator of TCR \[[@B24-ijms-19-00794]\] and B cell receptor (BCR) signaling \[[@B25-ijms-19-00794]\].

Experimental studies also highlight the role of resident islet macrophages in diabetogenesis for their interaction with β cells and blood components \[[@B26-ijms-19-00794]\]. They play distinct functions both contributing to the development and progression of disease by presenting autoantigens to naïve T cells in the draining lymph nodes and as effector cells once islet inflammation is established \[[@B27-ijms-19-00794]\]. They elicit diabetogenic effects by generating nitric oxide (NO) and by producing inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1β and TNF. Dendritic cells (DCs) are the major antigen-presenting cells (APCs) outside and within islets; they play a pivotal regulatory role in T cell immunity, by altering the balance between inflammatory T cells and Treg \[[@B28-ijms-19-00794]\]. The expansion of IFN-α--producing plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) has been indeed documented in patients with T1D around the time of diagnosis \[[@B29-ijms-19-00794]\].

Yet, several studies have shown cytolytic activity of NK cells against pancreatic islet β-cells and their involvement in the disease development. Indeed, an altered NK cell number and function was found both in the peripheral blood and affected tissues of patients with autoimmune conditions, assuming a possible homing of NKs to the damaged tissues \[[@B30-ijms-19-00794]\]. Depending on the autoimmune disease, NKs show a dual behavior, promoting target cell destruction or protecting against the onset of the autoimmune condition through either positive and negative regulatory effects (rev in \[[@B30-ijms-19-00794],[@B31-ijms-19-00794],[@B32-ijms-19-00794],[@B33-ijms-19-00794]\]).

In this review, we analyze the existing literature on the biology and the putative role of NK cells in the onset and development of T1D as a bridge between innate and adaptive immunity \[[@B34-ijms-19-00794]\]. We also present perspectives derived from our recent insights that open pathways for future research and translational applications.

2. Biology of NKs {#sec2-ijms-19-00794}
=================

NK cells are innate lymphocytes activated upon encounter with infected, allogeneic or transformed cells \[[@B35-ijms-19-00794],[@B36-ijms-19-00794],[@B37-ijms-19-00794],[@B38-ijms-19-00794],[@B39-ijms-19-00794],[@B40-ijms-19-00794]\]. However, they also show typical characteristics of the adaptive immune system, such as the expansion of pathogen-specific cells, the generation of long-lasting "memory" cells able to persist upon antigen encounter, and the possibility to induce an increased secondary recall response to re-challenge (rev in \[[@B30-ijms-19-00794]\]).

NKs, granular and large bone marrow-derived lymphocytes, constitute the third in lineage among lymphocytes, after T and B cells. These cells are classically identified as CD56^+^CD3^−^ cells, distinct from CD56^+^CD3^+^ cells representing a mixed population of NK-like T (NKT) and antigen-experienced T cells showing the up-regulation of several NK cell markers. Based on CD56 levels of expression, NK cells can be distinguished in CD56^dim^ and CD56^bright^ subsets \[[@B41-ijms-19-00794]\]. CD56^dim^ accounts for about 90% of the total NKs in peripheral blood, and it is a mature subpopulation with a high killer cell immunoglobulin-like receptor (KIR) expression; moreover, they are deeply involved in cytotoxicity responses and synthesize little amounts of IFN-*γ*. CD56^bright^ NK cells are characterized by low or no expression of KIRs and elevated IFN-*γ* production. They are more immature and are mostly involved in cytokine production, with a limited role in cytolytic responses. CD56^bright^ subset easily leaves blood vessels and reaches lymph nodes, allowing to hypothesize a process for human NK differentiation that progresses from a CD56^bright^ to a CD56^dim^ phenotype \[[@B42-ijms-19-00794]\].

NK cells continuously generate from hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) committed towards NK-cell lineage \[[@B43-ijms-19-00794]\]. Several transcription factors \[[@B44-ijms-19-00794],[@B45-ijms-19-00794]\] finely modulate their origin \[[@B46-ijms-19-00794],[@B47-ijms-19-00794]\], phenotypical and functional maturation.

Although NK cells are generally poised for rapid cytolytic activity \[[@B48-ijms-19-00794]\], in many cases they need to be functionally differentiated \[[@B49-ijms-19-00794]\], or primed by cytokines or other immune cells, such as DCs \[[@B50-ijms-19-00794]\], to exert optimal effector responses. This occurs mainly for NK cells within secondary lymphoid tissues such as spleen, lymph nodes and tonsils, unlike NKs present in the peripheral blood (rev in \[[@B30-ijms-19-00794]\]). NKs, originated both from lymphoid and non-lymphoid tissues, are able to easily reach the target organs in pathologic conditions \[[@B51-ijms-19-00794]\].

NKs normally circulate in a resting phase, but they can infiltrate tissues upon cytokines activation \[[@B52-ijms-19-00794],[@B53-ijms-19-00794]\]. Both paracrine signals (mostly cytokines) and cell-to-cell interactions are involved in the modulation of NK cell function \[[@B54-ijms-19-00794]\]. When activated, NK cells induce apoptosis of the target cells mainly through the exocytosis of perforin and granzyme \[[@B55-ijms-19-00794]\]. Additionally, NK cells are conceived as cytotoxic non-T lymphocytes releasing several immunoregulatory cytokines, in addition to IFN-*γ* \[[@B56-ijms-19-00794],[@B57-ijms-19-00794]\]; these include IL-5, IL-10, IL-13, IL-22, TNF-α, GM-CSF (Granulocyte-Macrophage Colony Stimulatory Factor), macrophage inflammatory protein (MIP)-1α and 1β \[[@B58-ijms-19-00794]\]. IFN-*γ* contributes to enhance the innate immune response and trigger the adaptive response by T lymphocytes during the priming phase, increasing both the number and activity of APCs \[[@B59-ijms-19-00794],[@B60-ijms-19-00794]\].

Unlike B and T cells, NKs do not undergo gene rearrangements thus they do not express a unique antigen recognition receptor \[[@B61-ijms-19-00794],[@B62-ijms-19-00794]\]. The diversity in NKs depends on the specific combination of a different panel of activating and inhibitory (from two to four) NK cell receptors (NKRs) expressed on their surface (vide infra), thus originating an NK ligand-specific receptor repertoire within the total NK population (rev in \[[@B30-ijms-19-00794]\]). In absence of antigen-selective priming, the integration and the balance of signals received from activating and inhibitory surface NKRs drives NKs toward an activated or quiescent state \[[@B63-ijms-19-00794]\]. This balance is responsible for the exocytosis of granzymes- and perforin-containing granules, without the requirement for transcription or proliferation, leading to the apoptosis of tumors and viral-infected cells \[[@B64-ijms-19-00794]\] ([Figure 1](#ijms-19-00794-f001){ref-type="fig"}).

NK cells are potentially able to interact with all nucleated cells through NKRs \[[@B65-ijms-19-00794]\]. This phenomenon allows them to respond to different stimuli, to expand and differentiate generating a large repertoire of "memory-like cells" in a ligand-specific manner, i.e., 3000--35,000 functionally different NK cell subpopulations \[[@B66-ijms-19-00794]\]. The binding of ligands, which reside on cell surface and are encoded by pathogens or by the host, with activating NKRs leads to NK cells activation. In tumor or infected cells, an enhanced expression of some of these ligands has been observed \[[@B67-ijms-19-00794],[@B68-ijms-19-00794]\]. Additionally, NK cell activation depends also on the effect of cytokines released from APCs involved in the early host responses against pathogens (rev in \[[@B30-ijms-19-00794]\]).

The maturation process of NK cells is defined "licensing", "education" or "arming", and relies on the establishment of tolerance through the binding of inhibitory NKRs with self-MHC class I ligands, during interactions with potential target cells. As a consequence of this interaction, NKs acquire their functional competence and are driven toward more efficient effector cells \[[@B69-ijms-19-00794],[@B70-ijms-19-00794]\].

3. Role of NK Cells in T1D {#sec3-ijms-19-00794}
==========================

Several studies suggest that NKs could be involved in one or multiple steps of the immune-mediated attack that leads to T1D (rev in \[[@B40-ijms-19-00794],[@B71-ijms-19-00794]\]). For their potential to interact with APCs, NKs might interfere in the priming of autoimmune responses. They might influence the downstream response, affecting the proliferation and generation of autoreactive B and T lymphocytes because of cytokine secretion (rev in \[[@B72-ijms-19-00794],[@B73-ijms-19-00794]\]). NK cells represent the major source of IFN-*γ* (vide supra) that may significantly contribute to the excessive, uncontrolled, and unresolved autoimmune response mediated by autoreactive T cells.

3.1. Animal Studies {#sec3dot1-ijms-19-00794}
-------------------

Spontaneous animal models of T1D have always been instrumental in understanding its pathogenetic mechanisms. Among the most investigated, the NOD mouse most closely resembles human disease (rev in \[[@B74-ijms-19-00794]\]). In addition, Bio Breeding diabetes-prone \[BB\], Komeda \[KDP\], LEW 1AR1/-iddm rat strains were investigated (rev in \[[@B74-ijms-19-00794]\]). Nevertheless, evidences for the role of NKs addressing either a promoting or a protective effect in disease onset and development were only reported in NOD mice ([Table 1](#ijms-19-00794-t001){ref-type="table"}) \[[@B75-ijms-19-00794],[@B76-ijms-19-00794],[@B77-ijms-19-00794],[@B78-ijms-19-00794]\]. We need however to point out that NOD mice are characterized by an unusual composition in the genomic regions that influence NK cell activity; thus, whether this murine model can indeed foresee the NK cell behavior in human T1D is still a debated issue \[[@B11-ijms-19-00794]\].

Among the initial evidences, beside their recovery in the pancreas of non-obese diabetic (NOD) \[[@B79-ijms-19-00794]\] and BDC/NOD mice \[[@B76-ijms-19-00794]\], Flodstrom's group (2002) observed the destructive effect of NKs within NOD pancreatic cells \[[@B75-ijms-19-00794]\]*.* Further, in the study by Poirot et al. (2004) \[[@B76-ijms-19-00794]\] preferential NK cell recruitment was found in the aggressive insulitic lesions of BDC2.5/B6.H-2^g7^ versus BDC2.5/NOD animals \[[@B76-ijms-19-00794]\]. NK cell recruitment was enhanced in the aggressive insulitis of BDC2.5/NOD mice following CTLA-4 (cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4) blockade, indicating the early involvement of this subset in β cell destruction \[[@B76-ijms-19-00794]\]. NKs with a specific phenotype (higher levels of CD69 and CD25, lower levels of L-selectin (CD62L)) were identified in the pancreas of NOD mice in the study performed by Brauner and colleagues (2010) \[[@B78-ijms-19-00794]\]. A decreased activity emerged in pancreatic compared to spleen NKs, thus confirming their putative involvement in the inflammatory process \[Brauner 2010\]. Pancreatic NKs initially could mediate proinflammatory effector functions, potentially contributing to organ-specific autoimmunity, but later on they could become hyporesponsive because of exhaustion or regulation \[[@B78-ijms-19-00794]\]. Another study evidencing a protective role of NK*s* in the development of T1D was performed by Lee and colleagues (2004), showing downregulation of autoreactive cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) that limits β cell destruction \[[@B77-ijms-19-00794]\]. This may address NK cells as possible targets of a novel approach for the prevention of autoimmune diabetes \[[@B77-ijms-19-00794]\].

3.2. Human Studies {#sec3dot2-ijms-19-00794}
------------------

Ambiguous results on NK cell aberrations have been reported in T1D patients ([Table 2](#ijms-19-00794-t002){ref-type="table"}) with the limitation regarding the use of peripheral blood samples that might not precisely reflect the ongoing process in the infiltrated pancreatic islets \[[@B80-ijms-19-00794]\]. Some investigations described a reduced NK cell number, altered lytic activity and changes in the expression of activating receptors in T1D peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) (rev in \[[@B30-ijms-19-00794],[@B81-ijms-19-00794]\]), whereas other studies highlighted the association between stage of disease and the presence of transitory cellular differences \[[@B82-ijms-19-00794],[@B83-ijms-19-00794]\]. Functional abnormalities have also been reported in NK cells of T1D patients. A reduced lytic capacity, as determined by cytotoxicity assays, was also reported, but not universally confirmed \[[@B84-ijms-19-00794],[@B85-ijms-19-00794]\], both in recently diagnosed and/or long-standing T1D patients \[[@B82-ijms-19-00794],[@B83-ijms-19-00794]\].

Defects in NK cell frequency and activation were found in patients with latent autoimmune diabetes in adults (LADA) \[[@B86-ijms-19-00794]\]. Accordingly to previous results from recent-onset T1D patients \[[@B40-ijms-19-00794],[@B85-ijms-19-00794],[@B87-ijms-19-00794]\], a consistent reduction in NK cell frequency was shown in the peripheral blood of LADA patients, probably correlated with a parallel NK cell increase in the draining lymph nodes and pancreas \[[@B86-ijms-19-00794]\]. Although T1D and LADA showed a different activating NK cell phenotype, the finding of reduced NK cell frequency allows to hypothesize comparable immunological alterations, i.e., an attenuated NK cytotoxic phenotype in the periphery and altered NKR expression (rev in \[[@B30-ijms-19-00794]\]). As opposite to studies underlying that the disease onset is marked by a slight reduction in NK cells, Rodacki et al. (2007) found that this subset is unusually activated in some patients with IFN-*γ* expression \[[@B40-ijms-19-00794]\]. Lower expression of NK p30/p46 activating receptor molecules was attributed to prolonged hyperglycemia. Decreased expression of NKG2D was detected in diabetic patients independently of disease duration as well as an increased frequency of KIR gene haplotypes \[[@B40-ijms-19-00794]\].

An intriguing hypothesis concerning T1D development is that T1D susceptible subjects could manifest a higher predisposition to viral infections due to an aberrant responsiveness of pancreatic cells to IFN-*γ* (rev in \[[@B81-ijms-19-00794]\]). The autoimmune process might be triggered by the release of autoantigens due to NK cell activity. Autoantigens could stimulate autoreactive T cells and initiate disease. In recent onset T1D patients, Dotta and colleagues (2007) \[[@B80-ijms-19-00794]\] observed several cases of infections of β cells due to Coxsackie B4 virus, leading to the infiltration of NKs into pancreatic islets, with consequent insulitis and β cell destruction.

4. Molecular Mechanisms of NKs in T1D {#sec4-ijms-19-00794}
=====================================

Although NK cells are believed to play a crucial role in diabetes development \[[@B76-ijms-19-00794],[@B88-ijms-19-00794]\], the mechanisms underlying their function are not fully clarified. The activity and function of NK cells are dependent on the resulting effect of either activating and inhibitory receptors interactions (vide supra*)* (rev in \[[@B30-ijms-19-00794],[@B33-ijms-19-00794],[@B89-ijms-19-00794]\]). Typically, NK cell receptors are germline encoded, as opposite to T and B antigen-specific receptors, which are somatically recombined. In particular NK cell activating receptors are of limited repertoire (rev in \[[@B30-ijms-19-00794],[@B33-ijms-19-00794],[@B90-ijms-19-00794]\]) (vide supra); among these, the natural cytotoxicity receptor (NCR) family, including human NKp30 \[[@B91-ijms-19-00794]\], NKp44 \[[@B92-ijms-19-00794]\], and NKp46 \[[@B93-ijms-19-00794]\] Ig-like proteins is mostly represented. NKp46 and NKp30 are constitutively expressed by all NK cells subpopulations, while NKp44 exclusively upon activation (rev in \[[@B9-ijms-19-00794],[@B30-ijms-19-00794],[@B33-ijms-19-00794]\]). NKp46, whose codifying gene is located in the leukocyte-receptor complex on human chromosome 19, is considered the most specific NK cell marker and is the only NCR with a murine orthologue, namely NCR1 \[[@B89-ijms-19-00794]\]. In addition to NCRs, NK cells express several other activating receptors, including NKG2D, which recognizes stress-induced ligands expressed by cancerous, virally infected, and other stressed cells \[[@B89-ijms-19-00794]\]. While the NCRs are expressed almost exclusively on NK cells, NKG2D is also expressed on lymphocytes, such as CD8+ T cells \[[@B94-ijms-19-00794]\].

NK cell subpopulations may elicit a different response upon encountering a potential target cell either killing or inducing unresponsiveness ([Figure 1](#ijms-19-00794-f001){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, the underlying mechanism of NK cell activation relies on triggering activating signals, originated by their corresponding receptors, integrated with repressive signals from inhibitory receptors (vide supra).

Although the involvement of NKp46 in the defense against pathogens is well-recognized \[[@B95-ijms-19-00794]\], Gur and colleagues (2010) demonstrated for the first time this phenomenon in T1D pathogenesis \[[@B94-ijms-19-00794]\]. They found that NKp46 and the orthologue NCR1 recognize human and murine pancreatic β cells; this specific interaction is able to activate NK cell degranulation upon contact with murine β cells \[[@B94-ijms-19-00794]\]. In a subsequent study, Yossef and colleagues (2015) \[[@B96-ijms-19-00794]\] developed an antibody-mediated strategy to unravel NKp46 function in T1D. Mice treated with NCR1.15 mAb, that specifically binds mNKp46, showed an impairment in NK function both in vivo and in vitro without NK depletion. Furthermore, repeated treatments with NCR1.15 inhibited development of diabetes in low-dose streptozotocin diabetes (LDSTZ) model and in NOD mice, suggesting a novel putative therapeutic strategy for early insulitis \[[@B96-ijms-19-00794]\]. In an interesting study by Wang and colleagues (2015) \[[@B97-ijms-19-00794]\], higher numbers of circulating NKp46^+^ NK cells emerged in T1D patients compared to healthy controls, suggesting a key role of NKp46^+^ activated NKs in the pathogenesis of LADA. Furthermore, LADA patients were characterized by a significantly enhanced frequency of INF-*γ* secreting NK cells, confirming a direct involvement of the NK subpopulation in DM onset.

C-type lectin NKG2D is a relevant activating receptor for recognition of stressed, infected, or transformed cells \[[@B98-ijms-19-00794]\]. In the study performed by Ogasawara and colleagues (2003) \[[@B99-ijms-19-00794]\] in NOD mice, NK cells showed a reduced NKG2D-dependent activity, suggesting this could contribute to disease pathogenesis.

In two distinct studies \[[@B40-ijms-19-00794],[@B99-ijms-19-00794]\], NK cell frequencies were found reduced in T1D patients. This feature was correlated with an impaired responsiveness to IL-2/IL-15 stimulation \[[@B100-ijms-19-00794]\], suggesting that cell-intrinsic mechanisms may be responsible for their own reduced frequencies. Murine NK cell homeostasis and NKG2D function are probably co-regulated by the coupling of NKG2D and IL-15 receptors; thus, in T1D, both defective cytokine responsiveness and NKG2D functionality of NK cells might rely on a common pathway. As regards, the fact that NKG2D deficient mice possess aberrant NK cell number, proliferation and apoptosis supports the NKG2D's crucial role in NK cell homeostasis \[[@B101-ijms-19-00794]\]. The involvement of NKG2D in the onset of T1D was also addressed by Van Belle and collaborators (2009) \[[@B102-ijms-19-00794]\] with the finding of altered expression of NKG2D ligands on β cells. In detail, downregulation of NKG2D on circulating NK cells and CD8^+^ T cells in the spleen and pancreatic lymph nodes is able to reverse recent-onset diabetes in NOD mice \[[@B103-ijms-19-00794]\].

The expression of the activatory NKG2D receptor was found significantly enhanced in T1D patients \[[@B86-ijms-19-00794]\], as opposite to the results obtained by Ogasawara and colleagues (2003) in NOD mice \[[@B99-ijms-19-00794]\] and by Rodacki and colleagues (2007) \[[@B40-ijms-19-00794]\] (vide supra). The overexpression of NKG2D could be involved in a lower progression of LADA into insulin-dependent diabetes.

In a recent study performed by Shalaby and collaborators (2017) \[[@B104-ijms-19-00794]\], a significant downregulation of the KLRC3 (kinase light chain 3) gene (codifying for NKG2E receptor) emerged in T1D patients compared to healthy controls. Downregulation of the KLRC3 gene may result in abnormal NKG2E receptor expression and, consequently, abnormal NK cells function. Normally NKG2E forms heterodimeric complexes with CD94 and binds HLA-E, a MHC Ib protein involved in T1D pathogenesis \[[@B40-ijms-19-00794]\].

Recently, the existence of "memory-like" NK cell subsets has been demonstrated emerging upon viral infections such as HCMV or in contact hypersensitivity conditions evoked by haptens. Several reports suggest that NK cell subsets may behave differently in response to distinct pathogens (rev in \[[@B30-ijms-19-00794]\]). As regards T1D, we recently depicted a functionally and phenotypically skewed CD3^−^CD8^dull^CD56^+^ "memory like" NK subset in the mainstream of newly diagnosed T1D patients \[[@B33-ijms-19-00794]\]. This was expandable upon GAD65 AA 114--122 epitope stimulation and identified by HLA-class I pentamers binding through the Ig-like transcript 2 (ILT2) receptor at inhibitory activity. The pathogenetic significance of this "memory-like NK cell subset" in diabetics remains to be elucidated.

5. Conclusions and Future Perspectives {#sec5-ijms-19-00794}
======================================

Although many details of the complex pathophysiology of T1D have been completely clarified, several aspects remain unknown. Observing the complex puzzle of the different immunocytes involved in T1D pathogenesis, in addition to the traditional view of the concerted action of T, B lymphocytes, macrophages and DCs, NK cells appear as a still "undiscovered" player to be investigated. Although initially identified as innate lymphocytes (rev in \[[@B30-ijms-19-00794]\]), they show characteristics of the adaptive immune system (vide supra). Thus, this subset is reasonably implicated in autoimmunity and tissue inflammation \[[@B105-ijms-19-00794],[@B106-ijms-19-00794]\]. Abnormalities in the number and activity of NK cells, leading to instability of immune system and uncontrolled proliferation of certain immunotypes \[[@B81-ijms-19-00794]\], have been reported both in animal models and T1D patients (vide supra). Some of these alterations are linked to its onset while others seem to be a consequence of the disease \[[@B71-ijms-19-00794]\], with the development of severe clinical implications.

Nevertheless, from the literature evidences above discussed, the exact role of NKs in T1D pathogenesis is still ambiguous \[[@B107-ijms-19-00794]\], probably due to the extent of different NK subsets presenting functional differences; protection or exacerbation of the autoimmune disease may be due to disequilibrium between the different subsets \[[@B108-ijms-19-00794]\]. Thus, a deeper investigation of functional NK subsets and their inflammatory and regulatory phenotypes could unravel their functional effect in T1D \[[@B107-ijms-19-00794]\]. This concept is strengthened by the recent observation that among their pleiotropic features, contrary to dogma, NKs cells can also act as "memory like cells" expanding upon autoantigenic exposure \[[@B33-ijms-19-00794]\] as already demonstrated in response to viruses \[[@B109-ijms-19-00794]\]. This opens new research pathways that may lead to elucidate their characterization and the appropriate balance of activating and inhibitory receptors in different stages of disease in this particular subset. This also may lead to discover prevalent functional effects in different stages of disease leading to unexpected subtle immunomodulatory effects either in the peripheral blood or at insulitis level. Furthermore, memory like NK cells could also be expanded under autoantigen-nonspecific bystander conditions as viral infections that may be contributing to the disease pathogenesis \[[@B33-ijms-19-00794]\] ([Figure 2](#ijms-19-00794-f002){ref-type="fig"}).

Certainly, future studies are necessary to clarify mechanisms of interaction with APC, T cells and target pancreatic β-cells that are ultimately destroyed \[[@B84-ijms-19-00794]\]. Understanding the exact role of NK cells in the pathogenesis and progression of T1D and which particular NK subsets are involved could help determine if they can be manipulated therapeutically in autoimmune diseases \[[@B108-ijms-19-00794]\] to support the development of novel immune-based strategies. These would have the aim to reduce T1D risk or delay disease onset. Furthermore, the elucidation of NK abnormalities and their putative involvement in the risk of infections or neoplasia in T1D patients could be useful to prevent the occurrence of these conditions during disease progression.
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Interferon

Foxp3

Forkhead box P3

BCR

B cell receptor

NO

Nitric oxide

DC

Dendritic cells

APC

Antigen-presenting cell

pDC

Plasmocytoid dendritic cell

NK

Natural killer

NKT

NK-like T

KIR

Killer cell immunoglobulin-like receptor

HSC

Hematopoietic stem cell

GM-CSF

Granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor

MIP

Macrophage inflammatory protein

NKR

NK receptor

MHC

Major Histocompatibility Complex

MHC I

Major Histocompatibility Complex class I

NOD

Non obese diabetic

CTLA-4

Cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4

CD62L

L-selecting

CTL

Cytotoxic T lymphocyte

PBMC

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells

LADA

Latent Autoimmune Diabetes in Adults

NCR

Natural cytotoxicity receptor

KLRC3

Kinase light chain 3

ILT2

Ig-like transcript 2

HCMV

Human cytomegalovirus

PC

Plasma cell

![The mechanism of action of NK cells depends on the fine balance between activating and inhibitory signals. The binding of ligands, present on the cell surface and encoded by pathogens or by the host, with activating NKRs leads to NK cells activation. More specifically, NK cells express inhibitory receptors specific for MHC (Major Histocompatibility Complex class I (MHC I)) molecules on target cells. Because of direct ligand interaction, these inhibitory receptors prevent NK cell activation and killing. NK cells also express activation receptors that recognize target cell ligands and can trigger perforin-dependent natural killing. In normal cells, the integration of both activating and inhibitory signals, due to the presence of MHC I molecules, contributes to the overall state of NK quiescence. Conversely, tumor, virus-infected and transplanted cells are characterized by an enhanced expression of activatory ligands, beside the lacking or downregulation of MHC I molecules on their surface. These cells are able to drive NKs toward their activation state thus promoting target cells lysis, through the exocytosis of granzymes- and perforin-containing granules.](ijms-19-00794-g001){#ijms-19-00794-f001}

![Both genetic and environmental factors cause β cell apoptosis leading to β cell antigen release. Self-antigens induce APC activation. Activated APCs promote the activation of naïve T cells in the pancreatic lymph nodes. Autoreactive T cells infiltrate pancreatic islet and release pro-inflammatory factors promoting insulitis, amplifying the apoptotic process and reducing insulin production and secretion. NKs could be involved in one or multiple steps of the immune-mediated attack that lead to T1D, although their protective or promoting role in this process remains to be elucidated. NKs can affect the proliferation and generation of T and B autoreactive lymphocytes. Mature B cells differentiate in plasma cells (PCs) producing autoantibodies, which, in turn, further contribute to the tissue inflammatory process and destruction. NKs cells can also act as "memory like cells" expanding upon auto-antigenic exposure in response to viruses.](ijms-19-00794-g002){#ijms-19-00794-f002}
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###### 

Non-obese diabetic (NOD) animal studies supporting the promoting or protective role of NKs towards T1D onset.

  Promoting Effects                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Protective Effects
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Pancreatic β cell destruction \[[@B75-ijms-19-00794]\]NK cells are increased in the aggressive insulitic lesions of BDC2.5/B6-H-2^g7^ than BDC2.5/NOD mice \[[@B76-ijms-19-00794]\]NK cell early participation of aggressive pancreatic lesions in BDC2.5/NOD mice treated by CTLA-4 blockade \[[@B76-ijms-19-00794]\]NK infiltration in the pancreas contributing to inflammatory processes \[[@B78-ijms-19-00794]\]   Down-regulation of autoreactive CTL NK-mediated limits pancreatic β cell destruction \[[@B77-ijms-19-00794]\]
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###### 

NK cell studies in T1D patients.

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Coxsachie B4 β cell infection and NK insulitis in newly diagnosed T1D patients \[[@B80-ijms-19-00794]\]Dichotomy between islet killer cell and NK cell activities \[[@B82-ijms-19-00794]\]Defective NK cell cytotoxicity \[[@B83-ijms-19-00794]\]Increased IFN and IL-2-induced NK activities in T1D lymphocytes than in controls \[[@B84-ijms-19-00794]\]Genetically determined reduced number of NK cells in T1D with increased activity at onset \[[@B85-ijms-19-00794]\]Impaired NK functionality towards target cells and enhanced islet killing activity \[[@B86-ijms-19-00794]\]Reduced number of NKs in T1D patients \[[@B87-ijms-19-00794]\]NK cell activation with IFN γ expression, lower expression of NK p30/46 and NKG2D, increased frequency of KIR haplotypes \[[@B40-ijms-19-00794]\]
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
